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Design	criterion	2:	Capacity	to	support	sustained	intellectual	engagement	• )t	should	allow	for	open‐endedness	and	adaptation	to	local	settings.	• )t	should	allow	for	combination	of	tools	in	various	Ǯuse	scenariosǯ.	• )t	should	include	tools	with	an	emphatically	heuristic	bent,	i.e.	intended	to	raising	questions	and	opening	up	novel	avenues	of	inquiry.	• )t	should	not	work	towards	Ǯa	solutionǯ	but	a	portfolio	of	interventions.		
Design	criterion	3:	Capacity	to	invite	participation	• )t	should	provide	access	to	relevant	expert	knowledge.	• )n	engaging	with	hands‐on	devices	and	Ǯdesign	gamesǯ	it	should	shift	the	design	process	into	usersǯ	everyday	practice.	• )t	should	include	elements	that	invite	users	to	be	explicit	about	their	own	boundary	judgments	or	those	of	the	actors	in	the	system	they	want	to	serve.	• )t	should	provide	access	to	a	repository	of	documented	Ǯuse	casesǯ.	• )ts	distribution	model	should	be	low	threshold:	ease	of	access,	low	cost.		
Design	criterion	4:	Capacity	to	foster	dialogue	• )t	should	foster	mutual	understanding	of	the	different	perspectives	based	on	social,	economic,	political	and	cultural	points	of	view.	• )t	should	stimulate	dialogue	by	being	Ǯthe	artefacts	of	conversationǯ.	• )t	should	help	to	change	the	language,	fostering	to	generate	a	new	language	suited	to	the	desired	future	ȋPangaro,	ʹͲͲʹȌ.		
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